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Why Data Science Literacy?
Data science is becoming central to the modern world. Data science has experienced 650% job growth 

since 2012 and recent job reports show that 7 out of the 10 fastest growing careers are data centric. 

Whether they are entering newer roles such as data scientist and machine learning engineer or working 

in newly data-transformed roles in sales development, software development, and customer success 

manager, today’s workers need data skills to compete and succeed.  Engaging students in using data to 

address scientific questions has long been an integral aspect of science education the key factor to manage 

NASA Mission research. Today’s information technology provides many new mechanisms for collecting, 

manipulating and aggregating data, in addition to the large on-line data repositories, that provide the 

opportunity for new kinds of student experiences.

Data literacy is also necessary for everyday life, as Americans work to successfully consume 

information and advocate within their communities. From evaluating data used to justify claims 

in news reports to weighing the risks and benefits of personal choices, interpreting and working 

with data is now central to even the most commonplace activities.  Engaging students in using data to 

address scientific questions has long been an integral  aspect of science education the key factor to manage

NASA Mission research. Today’s Information technology provides many new mechanisms for collecting, 

manipulating and aggregating data, in addition to the large on-line data repositories, that provide the

opportunity for new kinds of student experiences.

(2) SMD Strategy for Data Management and Computing for Groundbreaking Science



Why Data Science Literacy?

Planning Strategies: 

Focus on SMD Strategy for Data Management and Computing for Groundbreaking Science

Goal 3: Harness the Community and Strategic Partnerships for Innovation. 

Strategy 3.1: Cultivate a strong community of practice across SMD, the science archives, and the broader research community. As sections of 
the community come together, there is a growing realization that collaboration is the best way to tackle extremely large and interesting science 
questions. To enable increased collaboration, such a community of practice provides a forum to share best practices, discuss common strategies 
or concerns, and identify training needs. 

Strategy 3.2: Partner with academic, commercial, governmental and international organizations to augment SMD’s in-house capabilities. 
External sectors have expertise that is well-suited to managing, analyzing, and assimilating very large data sets and has expressed interest in 
working with NASA. These organizations often have unique expertise and complementary data that can support groundbreaking science. 

Strategy 3.3: Promote opportunities for continuous learning through collaboration with academia, industry and other government agencies. Data 
analytics, computing, software development and data management are changing rapidly and accelerating the rate of scientific discovery beyond 
what any one individual can synthesize. Breakthrough science is now being done at the intersection of data science and traditional physical 
sciences.  Finding 5 The ways students are being trained in the sciences are not necessarily up-to-date given the evolution of data science.(2)

• Recommendation 11: SMD should make investments to incentivize and educate the community on how to use AI/ML to approach science in 
new ways. Hands-on training can be achieved through expansion of hackathons, competitions, and grant programs. Science results and 
lessons learned about the use of AI/ML will be shared at community meetings to increase awareness of the potential of these techniques. 
(2)

• Excerpt from Harvard Business Review publication Data & Digital Transformation: “Contrary to popular belief, digital transformation is less 
about technology and more about people. You can pretty much buy any technology, but your ability to adapt to an even more digital future 
depends on developing the next generation of skills, closing the gap between talent supply and demand, and future-proofing your own and 
others’ potential.”





Space Grant/EPSCoR Regional DS/ML/AI 
Working Groups
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DS/ML/AI Working Groups seeks to develop a highly capable research arm for the Agency’s goal to increase science and 
technology innovations for spaceflight missions and increasing science returns from Big Data while fulfilling the Agency’s goals to 
promote a culture that aligns with the Agency’s Diversity and Inclusion and Equal Employment Opportunity goals.



Space Grant Regional DS/ML/AI Working 
Group Goals
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The primary strategy involves establishing regional working groups to facilitate:

 

Education and Training - skill development in the form of tutorials as well as informal and peer learning is often a 
component. Furthermore, lateral knowledge transfer through collaboration provides an opportunity to learn 
skills that are not described in papers and software implementations.

Tool Development - opportunity for scientific software developers to meaningfully engage with users and 
critically evaluate applications to particular scientific issues.

Community Building - opportunity to catalyze community development through a shared interest in solving 
computational challenges with open source software. Allow computationally minded researchers to break from 
the isolation of their institutions and spark new collaborations.

Interdisciplinary Research - Promote Intensive, time-bounded collaborative events as an opportunity to 
experiment with concepts, questions, and methods that span boundaries within and across disciplines. Despite 
the fact that interdisciplinary experiments are impactful, they are often discouraged in traditional academic 
environments.

Recruitment and Networking - A melting pot of participants from academia, government, and industry and 
provide numerous opportunities for networking. Close collaboration in diverse groups exposes skills that might 
be suitable for careers outside of a narrow domain.










